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SARB Review: May 2021 
  

Key Takeaways:  

 

• Rates left unchanged at 3.5% (as expected), Hawkish QPM model broadly ignored 

• Inflation: 

- End 2021 inflation forecast lowered to 4.2% vs 4.3% prior, 2022/23 forecasts stay the same 

at 4.4% & 4.5%,  

- Notes uptick in inflation to 4.4% is transitory, reassuring markets that the MPC would look 

through transitory factors to focus on medium-term disinflationary drivers.  

- Highlighted wage negotiations, ZAR risks and Energy prices as risks to CPI 

• Growth revised higher:  

- 1Q21 now +2.7% vs 0.2% prior  

- End-2021 4.2% vs 3.8% prior,  

- 2022: 2.3%, 2023: 2.4%. 

• With third wave risks rising and unemployment still extremely high, Kganyago is likely to try to hold 

off hiking for as long as possible to give the SA recover as much room as possible to establish a 

firmer foundation. 

 

• Key phrase revisions: 

- Overall risks to the inflation outlook appear to be “to the upside” – changed from “balanced” 

- Also: monetary policy to remain accommodative over the medium term, “even with steps 

taken to normalise interest rates in response to rising inflation.” Changed from “keeping 

rates on hold “for as long as inflation remains contained.” 

 

Overall, the SARB remains in “wait and see mode” with a number of hawkish and dovish factors filtering 

through from this meeting. For now, the SARB is in no rush to hike, but has acknowledged some 

uncertainties and risk factors are in the mix. 
 
 

 

Link: https://www.resbank.co.za/content/dam/sarb/publications/statements/monetary-policy-statements/2021/statement-of-the-

monetary-policy-committee-may-2021/Statement%20of%20the%20Monetary%20Policy%20Committee%2020%20May%202021.pdf 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.resbank.co.za/content/dam/sarb/publications/statements/monetary-policy-statements/2021/statement-of-the-monetary-policy-committee-may-2021/Statement%20of%20the%20Monetary%20Policy%20Committee%2020%20May%202021.pdf
https://www.resbank.co.za/content/dam/sarb/publications/statements/monetary-policy-statements/2021/statement-of-the-monetary-policy-committee-may-2021/Statement%20of%20the%20Monetary%20Policy%20Committee%2020%20May%202021.pdf
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Sell-Side View 

 
Goldman Sachs: Unanimous Hold, Medium-Term CPI Risks Remain Benign  

• The SARB kept rates on hold in a unanimous decision among MPC members, in line with 
expectations.  

• Forecast revisions were relatively minor, with a slight upgrade to the 2021 growth forecast (from 
3.8% to 4.2%) and downward revision to inflation (from 4.3% to 4.2% on headline, 3.3% to 3.0% 
on core).  

• Although the SARB now sees upside risks to inflation, we interpret this shift as driven by a view 
on non-core and global factors, and believe that the MPC continues to see an absence of 
demand-side price pressures.  

• While our forecast for inflation for 2021 is comparable to the SARB's (4.0%), we maintain a more 
benign view on the medium-term outlook, with a headline inflation forecast for 3.6% in 2022. 

 
JP Morgan: Unanimous Hold, SARB Carefully Avoids Hawkish Shift 

• SARB kept the policy rate on hold at 3.50% in a unanimous decision with a statement that 
carefully avoided a hawkish shift 

• Macroeconomic forecasts were tweaked with a narrower output gap and marginally lower 2021 
inflation; this consequently lifted the QPM-generated repo forecasts by a modest 7-8bps 

• repo rate increase at the next meeting is unlikely but risks climb substantially from September 
onwards with firmer domestic demand and a turn in core inflation the likely triggers 

• While confidence in improving economic momentum seems to be building, the recovery likely is 
uneven, in part tied to the vaccination roll-out (currently at just 0.8% of the population in SA, in our 
understanding) and rolling electricity cuts which have resumed intermittently.  

• SARB now expects GDP growth of 4.2% in 2021 (up from 3.8% previously), while growth 
forecasts for subsequent years were largely left unchanged at 2.3% for 2022 and 2.4% for 2023.  

• The better 2021 GDP projection should result in a narrower output gap of -3.2% in 2021 
(from -3.5%) and -1.9% in 2022 (from -2.0%). 

• Inflation projections for this year were lowered 0.1%-pts for headline and 0.3%-pts for core 
inflation which we believe largely reflects the embedding of earlier downside surprises in core 
inflation (before this week’s April report).  

• Core inflation now is expected to average 3% this year (from 3.3%) vs. our upwardly revised 
forecast of 3.2%. Yet, headline inflation was only lowered 0.1%-pts to 4.2% (JPMe: 4.4%) and 
kept unchanged for 2022 even as the USD/ZAR input assumption was lowered to 14.46 (from 
14.96).  

• This may reflect some upward revision in non-core items over the coming quarters (i.e. food and 
electricity). The SARB now deems inflation risks as tilted to the upside, contrary to the balanced 
assessment at the last meeting, but even this discussion did not signal a hawkish shift.  

• We concur and believe the recent April CPI report likely will mark an end to sequential downward 
revisions in inflation projections, with scope for inflation to rise above the target band mid-point in 
2022. Risks of a near-term policy rate hike are contained, but probabilities rise from September 
onwards with close to even odds of a November hike.  

• Overall, the SARB evidently is in no hurry to begin its rate normalization cycle, particularly as 
high-frequency data on domestic demand remained rather mixed and the fixed investment 
recovery has so far underwhelmed, increasing the SARB’s tolerances for moderately negative 
real rates.  

• We estimate the neutral rate at approximately 6.6%-6.8%. While we see limited room for a hike 
already in July, we believe the SARB may mark up growth and inflation projections more 
meaningfully over the next two meetings and begin a slow but steady normalization cycle when 
the domestic demand recovery becomes more evident and core inflation is about to rise more 
meaningfully. 


